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Arctic Voices
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T om Longstaff once said: ' ... and then when you're old there's the
Arctic'. By his standards I aged prematurely and went straight into

organising Arctic expeditions. It was thus that sometime in 1968 and 1969
I lost my heart to the haunting beauty of that land. During the summers of
those two years I led small groups of friends on mountaineering exped
itions to previously unexplored and unclimbed mountains on the east coast
of Greenland. In the manner of su~h expeditions, we could have packed
our gear at the end of our stay, departed for the more frenetic civilisation
from whence we had come, and remembered our experiences in the
Greenland mountains as distant moments of enchantment in lives filled
with other more urgent plans. This was the case with most of my compan
ions, but for me it was somehow different. Having returned home I was
unable to put aside the lure of that cold land on one virgin summit ofwhich
I had stood and watched the silent icy peaks roll northwards, bordering
the vastness of the great inland ice cap on one side and the ice-choked
waters of the Arctic Ocean on the other. I knew at that time that it was
right to have laboured to reach that mysterious land and that maybe until
then I had lived only to be there at that moment.

During those first expeditions I also came into contact with the Inuit,
the people who live in the Arctic and for whom our expedition playground
was home. They are the people of whom the Cornish climber and poet
A W Andrews wrote:

They found the secret of the north alone 
and mastered it with weapons of their own.

They have indeed mastered a very hostile environment and are wonderful
travelling companions. They call themselves Inuit* - the people. They are
the original people ofthe Arctic and long before contact with qadlunat (non
Inuit) they knew and understood it in a way no one else could - a fact
hinted at by Vilhalmur Stefansson when he defined Arctic exploration as

* I have used the politically correct term 'Inuit' where it seemed unavoidable but have
also used terms such as 'Greenlander' and 'Polar Eskimo', both of which are used in an
accepted manner in the Arctic, where they seemed appropriate.
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'the discovery of new land, by a white man, usually English and preferably
a member of the RGS'.

From the earliest days of European contact, the Inuit, barely compre
hending the often questionable motives of the many qad/unat seeking to
discover what the Inuit had known for years, have willingly made their
knowledge and understanding available to expeditions from outside. 'The
devil must be asleep or having trouble with his wife or we should not have
come back so easily', signified the relief of Ootah, one of Peary's Eskimos,
when they arrived back on the safe but bleak ice-shrouded shore of north
ern Ellesmere Island. The Eskimos were unaware of the motives which
had driven Peary, the American from a totally different culture, to seek for
'the big nail' (the name used by Peary's Eskimos for the North Pole) out on
the shifting polar pack, but they were certainly the only means by which he
had been able to reach the position somewhere on the Arctic Ocean from
where he felt he could proclaim, 'The Pole is mine!'

In the years that followed my early mountain expeditions, I was drawn
by the two voices of the Arctic: that of the hauntingly beautiful, cold, silent
landscape and that of the Inuit, descendants of Peary's Eskimos, a people
whose degree of warmth, friendliness and total adaptation to their envir
onment seemed in inverse proportion to the comfort of their homeland.

On the first expedition I shared with the Inuit we dog-sledged north
wards up the East Greenland coast to a point where three Danes and I had
elected to start a long crossing of the Inland Ice. We planned to start from
the mountainous region which had so entranced me in 1968. Each day of
our timeless approach we travelled on the sledges. The hard life of the Inuit
has little room for concepts of animal welfare and if the dogs are able to
move the sledge, you sit on it! We moved slowly through the broken sea
ice, a small caravan close to a backdrop of dark ice-streaked cliffs and broad
glacier fronts, qad/unat swathed in orange Ventile suits, retiring at night to
an orange Ventile tent, while the Inuit built igloos or erected ragged pieces
of fabric, which would barely justify the description 'tent', over their sledges.

We cooked with them on the very oldest and most potentially explosive
looking Primus stoves. We hunted seals in the pastel light of the Arctic
night, and cut them up back in our happy camp on the pack ice surrounded
by a vast number of hungry dogs giving vent to their coda of the Arctic.
We had an insight into a world little changed since Peary's time, and later,
high on the Inland Ice, at the ear-numbing silent centre of the great white
engine which drives the Greenland weather, we missed our cheerful com
panions and their noisy dogs.

The essence of that expedition was to explore; not to find new land or,
as Stefansson hinted, find land which the Inuit had known about for years,
but to climb a mountain as well as make a very long ice cap crossing and,
in so doing, explore our reactions to life in the Arctic and with each other.
It was the journey that was important. In following my voices, I have felt
drawn to form each of my expeditions around a journey of some sort, and



I. Gunnbjeffisfjeld, 37IOm, the highest peak in the Arctic. (Derek Fordham) (P37)
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the planning and execution of them has been the magnet which has drawn
me back again and again to the Arctic. The Inuit have been a powerful part
of that magnet and I have found that to share with such good companions
movement each day towards new horizons where so few or no one has
gone before is an almost inseparable part of exploring in the Arctic. For
me it has come to mean each day a different objective, each col revealing
new and unexplored vistas and each evening in the tent presenting the
opportunity to draw the line on the map - or even sometimes to draw the
map itself.

It is an approach to life well summed up in the Inuit poem recorded by
the great Danish explorer Knud Rasmussen:

And yet there is only one great thing,
the only thing;
to live;
to see in tents and on journeys
the great day that dawns
and the light that fills the world.

Surely the feelings of many who have fallen under the spell of the wild
places of the world and heard their own voices? And surely the motives of
the earlier Arctic mountaineer explorers such as Watkins, Courtauld, Croft,
Lindsey, Longstaff and Wager? The location and ascent of their Arctic
mountains such as Mont Forel, Gunnbj6rnsfjeld, Newtontoppen, or the
crossing of an ice cap - which in Greenland rises to 3000m above sea level
and is higher than many of the fringing mountains - were so much more
serious undertakings when they involved an earlier over-wintering; some
thing which, regrettably, modern air travel has now made unnecessary.

The Arctic, then as now, was a great wilderness lying across the top of
the earth. In its mountain ranges there is more ice and snow and the glaciers
are bigger, much bigger, than anywhere else outside the Antarctic. The
fringing glaciers of Greenland flow inexorably from one of the largest ice
caps in the world, dominating a vast range of silent, mysterious mountain
and ice cap areas stretching from South Greenland, almost on the same
latitude as the north of Scotland, to Pearyland some 1600km to the north
and only 800km from the Pole. East to Svalbard and the Russian Arctic
and west to the Canadian Arctic are range after range of little-known
mountains. The scale is intimidatingly large - map sheet after map sheet
of gleaming white glaciers and nunataks with barely a sign of habitation
other than the isolated settlements of the Inuit, the people.

Such isolation breeds independence and confidence, and the Inuit I have
come to know consider themselves the masters of any undertaking in which
they take part. 'Qadlunat kamiks ajorpok' was an oft-repeated perjorative
comment on the quality of our well-proven Japanese polar boots compared
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with their own home-made sealskin kamiks. In a way they were right, of
course, maintaining that if they had lost a kamik they could set off and hunt
a new one!

Inuit are small, round people and, as a result, there were no ajungilak
kamiks of the correct size to be obtained. So it was as well that we had not
discarded our ajorpok Japanese boots when my wife Jeni and I set out with
two Polar Eskimos to dog-sledge from NW Greenland to Canada in an
attempt to link the most northerly settlements in the old world and the
new. A qadlunat's glance at a map would suggest a more-or-less direct
westward route across the top of Baffin Bay. The Inuit know that the reason
for the fulvous grey smoke which rises and lies projected against the pink
'sky map' west from Anoritok, the home of the wind, is that scourge of the
polar traveller - open water! Thus it was that we sledged far northwards up
the Greenland coast, past capes, bays and glaciers which read like a polar
library - McClintock, Hayes, Hall, Peary. Our untidy caravan circum
navigated the open water zone by travelling uneasily clinging to the narrow
glassy ice foot until we emerged from the frost smoke and reached the
relatively sound ice of the Kane Basin where we could hunt seals for our 27
dogs. It was some expedition that one: 2 Inuit, 2 qadlunat and 27 dogs l

As we travelled north day after day, then west, south and finally west
again it was as if we had also travelled back in time. Gone were the mun
dane temporal urgencies. We had to contend with more immediate and
important issues: thin ice, polar bears, inquisitive walrus and the demands
of ever-present and ever-hungry dogs; and come to terms with the word
above all others which dominates Inuit life: 'Imaqa' - maybe - the usual
answer to persistent qadlunat questions relating to weather, progress or life
in general. Our companions were clad in fur clothing made by their wives
- a practical demonstration of the value of a wife to an Inu. Using the skins
of caribou, fox, polar bear and seal they were clad from head to toe in light
warm clothing - including the much-vaunted ajungilak kamiks. We had
qadlunat clothing - including the much-damned polar boots. We all cooked,
ate and slept together in a tent of unsurpassed inadequacy and insecurity
until the wind tore it from us in contempt and we converted to igloos. The
reactions of the four of us to the departure of the tent at -35°C in a very
high wind well illustrated the saying that survival is a little bit of skill, a
little bit of luck, and a whole lot of effort.

Our journey ended at Grise Fjord on the southern coast of Ellesmere
Island. The spell was broken as we were surrounded by Canadian Inuit
riding snow-scooters and wearing clothes bought from the Hudson Bay
Company's store. We, and they, knew we were seeing much of what they
had lost encapsulated in the appearance and skills of our two Greenlanders,
swathed in fur and surrounded by huge dogs.

In contrast to other expeditions, where the involvement of our Inuit friends
has been limited to providing transport to and from an area, the exped
itions I have mentioned and others of a similar type created a whole new



20. After the storm. Kaugunak and Tautianguak in our igloo, NW Greenland.
April 1976. (Derek Fordham) (P32)

21. Elijah Nutara and Derek Fordham at the head of Viks Fjord, Devon Island,
NWT, Canada. May 1982. (Derek Fordham) (P32)
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dimension for those of us who took part. We lived with and as the Inuit
and through driving snow, open water and problems with the dogs we
glimpsed another world - their world - so far away in time from ours. And
perhaps, more significantly, we came to experience how two very different
cultures can empathise and work together towards the success of an enter
prise in an environment where often existence itself is only marginal.

Our culture has passed on to the Inuit many things they had not prev
iously encountered. Most of this cultural transfer has been of negative
value to a people who, in their old way of life, knew nothing of such things
as war, crime or pollution. In their old way they believed themselves the
only people on the earth. When they met John Ross in 1818 the Inuit of
NW Greenland found it inconceivable that qadlunat came from a land in
the south, since they told him, 'That is where all the ice goes in summer!'
Their way of life still places value on survival, respect and independence to
a degree that I doubt our own complex interdependent societies can match
or even comprehend. As I shared camps with Elijah, Oolatetah, Kaugunak
and Ulrik I was saddened to feel the.gap between us. A deeply felt wish to
bridge that gap by living and travelling with the Inuit and sharing their
quality of life has been the single most compelling reason why Jeni and I
have spent such a large part of our time in the Arctic in the company of our
Inuit friends.

Longfellow wrote of the sea: 'Only those who brave its dangers compre
hend its mysteries.' There are probably no greater dangers in the mountains
of the Polar regions than in other major ranges, so to those who have not
yet lost their hearts to those wide white spaces I would say: 'Don't be a
Longstaff and leave it until your old age. Go, comprehend the mysteries
and experience the haunting beauty of the Polar regions.'

In following that path for me there have always been two voices, that of
the land and that of the people. If, in the process of following the voice of
the land, you meet or are helped by the Inuit, spare a moment to reflect on
how different is the culture and land from which they come. Like them,
perhaps, one of the biggest dangers you will face - one that Longfellow did
not envisage - will be that you will fall under the spell of the Arctic, a spell
as strong as that of the sand desert so tellingly described by Wilfred Thesiger
in Arabian Sands:

No man can live this life and emerge unchanged. He will carry,
however faint, the print of the desert, the brand which marks the
nomad: and he will have within him the yearning to return, weak
or insistent according to his nature. For this cruel land can cast a
spell which no temperate clime can match.
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The Voices Heard
The Eagle Ski Club Gunnbj0rnsfjeld Expedition 1996
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A gentle bump and snow dusting the windows signalled the arrival of the
Twin Otter of Flugfelag Nordurlands on a remote glacier in NE Green
land. To the north lay the tiered basalt ranges of Knud Rasmussen Land;
to the south the Watkins Mountains, including Gunnbj0rnsfjeld the high
est peak in Greenland and the Arctic, stretched towards a hazy Arctic Ocean.
Against this magnificent backdrop the expedition established a camp and
a depot of food and fuel before setting off towards Gunnbj0rnsfjeld follow
ing a glacier running eastwards from the high ice plateau to the south of
the summit.

Three days later the weather was clear and sunny and Gunnbj0rnsfjeld
was climbed from a camp at 30 I Srn by the S Ridge. The ascent was made
at first over steepening ice until the exposed basalt rock was used to turn a
particularly steep section and gain access to the summit snow ridge. The
altitude was recorded as 3710m. The descent was made by the same route
and the tents were reached at 6pm after ten hours on the mountain.

On 4 July the expedition returned to the landing site and the following
day began the journey to the coast at Sodalen. The Gunnbj0rnsfjeld massif
was rounded on the north by a small glacier pass below Ginos Glacier.
From the camp on this pass the foot of the Vejrgabet ('Mouth of the Weather')
col was reached after a four-day diagonal traverse of the Christian IV
Glacier. Pulks had to be hauled one at a time up the steep, crevassed icefall
to an altitude of 141 Srn where camp was made and where, owing to falling
snow and bad visibility, the expedition spent the next two days.

On 12 July, after some three metres of new snow had fallen, the weather
improved and, following a reconnaissance to the col at 161 Srn, it was
decided that it was impractical to proceed with the pulks. Accordingly,
they and some food and fuel were abandoned at the camp site and the
expedition proceeded on ski, with all essential equipment in rucksacks, to
establish a high camp overlooking the distant Sorgenfri ('Sorrowfree')
Glacier.

The crossing of Vejrgabet was to have been the expedition's Rubicon
beyond which there would be no turning back and all would be easy. It
was not! Extensive melt water and crevassing obstacles were encountered
on the Sorgenfri and provided many opportunities for the group to
experience various levels of both bridge-building skill and sorrow.
Sortekappasset was crossed at II SOm to the East Frederiksborg Glacier
which was followed towards the coast. Snow turned to ice as the glacier
dropped towards an ice-choked fjord and skis were on the packs well before
a 700m climb of steep snow slopes led to an almost impassable glacier
which separated the expedition from the coastal landing strip. With
considerable difficulty the impassable was passed and the small hut at the
airstrip reached after a very long day.
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Food discovered in the hut was well received since the party had been on
reduced rations since abandoning the pulks six days earlier. The day after
arriving the food was being enjoyed with mid-morning tea when the friendly
roar of the Twin Otter interrupted the proceedings and in three hours the
expedition was back in Akureyri.

Summary: The expedition, which was generously supported by the Eagle
Ski Club, consisted of Derek Fordham (leader), Graham Elson, David
Seddon and Roward Telford and was in the field from 29 June to 20 July.
The expedition made an ascent of Gunnbj0rnsfjeld, 3710m, the highest
peak in the Arctic, first climbed by Lawrence Wager in 1935. Following
the ascent the party made a l80km ski traverse through the mountains to a
coastal airstrip. Optical clinometer observations were made from the sum
mit of Gunnbj0rnsfjeld to two adjacent peaks claimed, a few years ago by
a Swedish journalist, to be higher than Gunnbj0rnsfjeld. They are not!

Looking south down Sodalen
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